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UV and VUV-induced processes in DNA/RNA nucleobases are central to understand photo-damaging
and photo-protecting mechanisms in our genetic material. Here we model the events following
photoionisation and electronic excitation in uracil, methylated in the 1’ and 3’ positions, using the
correlated XMS-CASPT2 method. We compare our results against those for uracil and 5-methyl-
uracil (thymine) previously published. We find 3-methylation, an epigenetic modification in non-
negligible amounts, shows the largest differences in photoionised decay of all three derivatives studied
compared to uracil itself.At the S0 minimum, 3-methyl-uracil (3mUra) shows almost degenerate
excited cation states. Upon populating the cation manifold, a crossing is predicted featuring different
topography compared to other methylated uracil species in this study. We find an effective 3-state
conical intersection accessible for 3mUra+, which points at an additional pathway for radiationless
decay. 3-methylation reduces the potential energy barrier mediating decay to the cation ground state,
making it vanish and leading to a pathway that we expect will contribute to the fastest radiationless
decay amongst all methylated uracil species studied to date. 1- and 5-methylation, on the other
hand, give differences from uracil in detail only: ionisation potentials are slightly red-shifted and the
potential energy barrier mediating decay to the cation ground state is small but almost unchanged.
By comparing against CASSCF calculations, we establish XMS-CASPT2 is essential to correctly
describe conical intersections for 3mUra+. Our calculations show how a chemical modification that
seems relatively small electronically can nevertheless have a significant impact on the behaviour of
electronic excited states: a single methylation in the 3’ position alters the behaviour of the RNA
base uracil and appears to open an additional pathway for radiationless decay following ionisation
and electronic excitation.

1 Introduction
Radiation induced phenomena in the DNA/RNA chromophoric
species the nucleobases1–4 is a topic within physical chemistry
with deep implications for healthcare concerns such as skin can-
cer melanoma.5,6

DNA/RNA absorb radiation efficiently in the UV range. The
extra energy gained upon absorption can be released harmlessly
through ultrafast excited state decay processes which under-
pin the photo-protection mechanisms of our genetic material,3,4
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but such energies can also trigger chemical reactions leading to
photo-products (lesions) that compromise the integrity of our ge-
netic code.1,5

Methylation strongly affects the photoinduced properties of the
nucleobases.7–10 Previous experimental and theoretical work has
shown increased excited state lifetimes and thus the likelihood
of further reactions with neighbouring species, which could en-
hance DNA damage.11 Recent studies show over 40% of tumours
formed in melanomas are related to C5-methylation.12

Beyond 5-methylation, which refers to the well-known canoni-
cal DNA nucleobase thymine,13 other instances are found in our
genetic code to a lesser extent. Among these, 3-methyl-uracil has
recently attracted attention as it is a potential epigenetic mod-
ification of the RNA nucleobase uracil.14 Epigenetic modifica-
tions refer to heritable changes made to DNA/RNA sequences
that regulate how genes are expressed but that do not affect the
nucleotide sequence itself, chemical modification in the form of
methylation being one of the main substitutions with 5-methyl-
cytosine the most prominent case.15 1-methyl-uracil, on the other
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hand, is an important derivative often studied experimentally7

due to its improved solubility and induced spectral shifts that re-
semble those of natural substitutions in position 1’ such as sugars
and phosphates.

Fig. 1 The different methylated uracil species studied in this work with
their atom labelling: uracil (Ura), 1-methyl-uracil (1mUra), 3-methyl-
uracil (3mUra) and 5-methyl-uracil (5mUra or thymine).

DNA photoionisation has been studied less than photo-
excitation, and even less in the context of methyl-substituted and
other non-canonical DNA/RNA species. This is partly due to their
high ionisation energies, placed in the Vacuum UV (VUV, ∼8 eV)
range,16–23 which is mostly filtered by the ozone layer and thus
not considered as directly relevant to sunlight damage.24

Two recent advances, however, have rekindled the interest
of the community in DNA photoionisation. Experiments have
recorded sizeable cation yields in double-helix DNA structures
when excited with 266 nm wavelengths well below their ionisa-
tion potential.25–27 This ongoing puzzle points to hidden mech-
anisms promoting cation (doublet state) formation in DNA sys-
tems at lower energies than previously thought,25 which implies
a potential role for cations also in UV-driven photo-processes such
as those mediated by charge separated states.28–30 Additionally,
new light sources are emerging with sufficiently high energies
and intensities to monitor photoionisation processes experimen-
tally.31,32 With sufficient spectral and temporal resolution these
offer a way to study the intrinsic properties of cationic species
systematically33,34 in the gas phase.

In this work we model the 1- and 3-methylated uracil species
shown in Fig. 1 and compare them against previously studied
uracil and thymine.17 Fig. 2 summarises the decay processes in
these systems following vertical ionisation and electronic excita-
tion.

We observe the largest substitution effects for the 3-methylated
species, which features almost degenerate cation electronic ex-
cited states at the S0 minimum geometry (Section 3.1). Accessing
either of the excited cation states leads to a nearby 2π

+
H−1/

2n+O
conical intersection (Section 3.2) that features a different topog-
raphy compared to all other systems studied (Section 3.3). More-
over, a small (< 0.2 eV) energy gap is observed between this in-
tersection and the cation ground state (left inset in Fig. 2), and
further optimisation leads to an effective 3-state intersection with

potential to enable direct 2π
+
H−1 → 2π

+
H population transfer to the

cation ground state.35,36 Further evolution leads to a shallow 2n+O
state minimum connected barrierlessly to an 2n+O/

2π
+
H intersec-

tion which mediates decay to the cation ground state (right inset
in Fig. 2). We thus predict the 3-methylated species to feature
the fastest decay amongst all methylated uracil species compared
and studied here.

Methylation modulates the energy gap between the
(2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI crossing and the 2π
+
H cation ground state:

the unmethylated species shows the largest gap17 while the
different substitutions decrease this energy difference. The
position in which the methyl group is added also affects the small
energy barrier mediating decay to 2π

+
H .

Our work discerns subtle but important changes in the cationic
excited state manifold of DNA/RNA nucleobases upon methyla-
tion - the most common epigenetic modification in our genetic
material - which alters their photoionised decay.

2 Computational Details
CASSCF wave functions were averaged over five doublet states
and were subsequently used for single-point CASPT2 energy cor-
rections.37–39 An analogous active space was used for all species,
which comprised the full π valence occupied and virtual space
plus the two occupied nO lone pairs, totalling 14 electrons in 10
orbitals for the neutral and 13 electrons in 10 orbitals for the
cationic species. An imaginary level shift of 0.2 a.u. was em-
ployed in the perturbative step to avoid the presence of intruder
states,40 and IPEA shifts41 of 0.0 and 0.25 a.u. were tested as this
correction has been shown to improve the description of cationic
open-shell states in these systems.16

For computing the ionisation potentials, CASPT2 calculations
were carried out with single-state,37–39 multistate (MS),42 and
extended multistate (XMS)43 variants to benchmark the effect
of the zeroth order Hamiltonian on the cationic manifold, using
the OpenMolcas software.44,45 For presenting and discussing the
energies in the Franck-Condon (FC) region (S0 minimum) we av-
eraged over the different CASPT2 formulations.17 However, for
geometries and energies away from equilibrium we report only
XMS-CASPT2(IPEA=0.0) estimates as they were found to provide
a better balance for the simultaneous description of covalent and
ionic excited states43 and give more reliable estimates close to or
at crossing regions.46,47

Ground and excited state optimisations were carried out with
BAGEL.48,49 Correlation consistent cc-pVDZ basis set and its den-
sity fitting auxiliary basis was used throughout.50 The charac-
terised cationic ground and excited state minima, as well as low-
lying conical intersections (CIs), were optimised at the XMS-
CASPT2 level of theory as dynamic electron correlation has pre-
viously been shown to be important for the description of DNA-
based systems.9,51–54 XMS-CASPT2 minima and CI optimisations
(with the projection method55) used implementations of analytic
gradients56–59 and couplings.60,61 We ran linear interpolations
in internal coordinates between the different critical structures
optimised to ensure no energy barriers were present; we have
connected energetically the critical structures but not included
these interpolated points as they offered no extra value. An ef-
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Fig. 2 Overview of the photoionised decay process in the different systems compared here and the distinct electronic states that take part: 2π
+
H in

purple, 2n+O in green and 2π
+
H−1 in blue. Two insets are provided which highlight the main differences observed across systems: the energy gaps between

(2π
+
H−1/

2n+O)CI and 2π
+
H and the energy barriers to access (2n+O/

2π
+
H )CI mediating decay to the cation ground state. Energy gaps/barriers are denoted

in different colours for the different species: black for uracil (Ura), red for 1-methyl-uracil (1mUra), purple for 3-methyl-uracil (3mUra) and orange
for 5-methyl-uracil (5mUra).

fective 3-state conical intersection62,63 was located in 3mUra+;
this was done by optimising the intersection between 2π

+
H−1 and

2π
+
H states, i.e. energetically the first and third cation electronic

states, leading to an effective 2π
+
H−1/2n+O/2π

+
H degeneracy.

Conical intersection parameters were extracted from XMS-
CASPT2 gradient difference and non-adiabatic coupling vectors
obtained at minimum energy crossing points.64 These vectors
were used to obtain pitch (δ), asymmetry (∆) and relative tilt (σ),
as well as the P and B parameters defining intersection types.65

We choose branching plane vectors so that ∆ ≥ 0 and θs ∈ [0, π

2 ],
to make them comparable.65

3 Results
We start by comparing new calculations for 1- and 3-methylated
species to our previously published estimates for uracil and
thymine,17 first showing how methylation affects the energies of
the doublet (cationic) state manifold (i.e. ionisation potentials,
Section 3.1). We then show how methylation affects the cationic
excited state decay process (Section 3.2), before analysing how
methylation (Section 3.3) and dynamic electron correlation (Sec-
tion 3.4) affect the conical intersection topographies in these sys-
tems.

3.1 Ionisation potentials

Fig. 3 shows the spread of computed vertical ionisation potentials
of methylated uracil species, compared to literature experimental
values for uracil and thymine,19,21,22 and for 1-methyl-uracil.66

(There are currently no experimental values for 3-methyl-uracil).
Values discussed below in this section are the CASPT2 average
values (black crosses in Fig. 3) unless otherwise stated explicitly.

Looking across the four different panels in Fig. 3 shows how the
SOMOs characterising the cationic states are largely unaffected
upon methylation, making the electronic states considered here

directly comparable across the different systems studied.

The first ionisation potential for all methylated systems cor-
responds to the 2π

+
H state, depicted as purple boxes in Fig. 3.

The average CASPT2 value for uracil itself is around 9.5 eV17

in excellent agreement with experiment,19,21,22 with a relatively
small energy spread across the different zeroth-order Hamiltoni-
ans. In contrast, 1-methyl-uracil (1mUra, Fig. 3b) displays the
largest spread of calculated energy values for this state (almost 1
eV), which makes it difficult to assess whether this methylation
red-shifts or blue-shifts the first ionisation potential with respect
to Ura. Furthermore, the slightly lower calculated value of 9.42
eV is ∼0.3 eV higher than the experimental evidence available,66

which is the largest such difference from experiment found in this
study. 3mUra and 5mUra both appear to red-shift the first ioni-
sation potential with respect to Ura: their calculated ionisation
potentials are placed at 9.30 and 9.22 eV, respectively; the latter
agreeing to around a tenth of an eV with the available experimen-
tal evidence at ∼9.1 eV.19,21,22

The second ionisation potential in Ura (green box in Fig. 3a)
corresponds to the 2n+O electronic state. Its average CASPT2 value
at 10.00 eV is around a tenth of an eV from the experimental
∼10.08 eV.19,21,22 Upon 1-methylation, Fig. 3b shows a large
increase in the spread of energy values associated with this tran-
sition while the average hardly changes at 10.05 eV.

3-methylation, however, most noticeably produces a much
larger shift for the 2π

+
H−1 state. As Fig. 3c shows, this creates a

near degeneracy between the 2n+O and 2π
+
H−1 states in the Franck-

Condon (FC) equilibrium region. The CASPT2-averaged values
for 2n+O and 2π

+
H−1 are 9.63 and 9.81 eV, respectively: a small red

shift in the ionisation potential of the 2n+O state (∼0.3 eV) but a
more pronounced one for the 2π

+
H−1 state of ∼0.7 eV with respect

to Ura.

These changes induced upon 3-methylation are understandably
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the gas phase vertical (at FC, the S0
minimum) ionisation potentials of a) uracil (Ura),17 b) 1-methyl-uracil
(1mUra), c) 3-methyl-uracil (3mUra) and d) 5-methyl-uracil (5mUra,
thymine).17 Purple denotes the ionisation energy ranges for 2π

+
H , green

for 2n+O , and blue for 2π
+
H−1 states. The energy range spanned by the dif-

ferent zeroth-order Hamiltonians is shown by boxes; their specific values
are given in Tables S1 and S2 of the SI for 1mUra and 3mUra and in
the literature for Ura and 5mUra.17 CASPT2 average values are repre-
sented by black crosses, XMS-CASPT2(IPEA=0.0) values (used later in
Section 3.2) are given by white inverted triangles, while red dots denote
the available experimental evidence for Ura/5mUra19,21,22 and 1mUra.66

The singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) that define the different
cationic states are also shown.

the most significant: Fig. 3c shows that the additional methyl
group is introduced in the part of the molecular frame where
SOMO is localised.

5mUra, on the other hand, was found to produce a small red-
shift to the 2n+O ionisation potential17 in agreement with the avail-
able experimental evidence and in line with the calculations pre-
sented here for 1mUra.

The third and last ionisation potential considered here is that
of the 2π

+
H−1 state, which is calculated to be 10.59 eV for Ura

(Fig. 3a), in agreement with the recorded evidence at ∼10.53 eV.
Methylation in the 1’ position red-shifts the average CASPT2 value
to 10.47 eV, within a tenth of an eV of Ura, while methylation in
the 3’ position leads to the more pronounced ∼0.7 eV red-shift
discussed above. 5’-methylation produces a small red-shift in the
ionsation energy of the 2π

+
H−1 state17, in agreement with the 1’

substituted species.
In this work we chose to look for three cation states. For

3mUra+, the next cation state is ∼1 eV higher in energy, and
for now we make the assumption that this and other upper ex-
cited states will decay to these three lower states via radiationless
channels for future study. Our focus here is to understand the
lower excited states, and in particular any barriers or factors that
might influence radiationless decay to the cation ground state.

Overall, methylation leads to a stabilisation of the cationic elec-
tronic state manifold. This is expected when introducing an elec-
tron donor group such as methyl into an organic cationic species,
and is reflected to varying degrees across the different substi-
tutions. 1-methylation values are comparable to those previ-
ously calculated for 5mUra (thymine),17 but with a larger spread
of energy values across the different CASPT2 formulations. 3-

methylation, on the other hand, shows almost degenerate 2n+O
and 2π

+
H−1 states at the FC / S0 minimum geometry: both 2n+O

and 2π
+
H−1 states appear strongly red-shifted with respect to Ura,

as methylation occurs right onto the molecular frame where the
SOMOs defining these cationic states are localised.

These results also serve to calibrate the different CASPT2 for-
mulations for describing potential energy hypersurfaces in the
cationic state manifold for DNA/RNA pyrimidine derivatives. We
chose XMS-CASPT2(IPEA=0.0) for the geometry optimisations
reported in Sections 3.2 for the following reasons: as shown
in Fig. 3 (white inverted triangles) this method shows overall
good agreement with the available experimental evidence except
for the 2π

+
H state in 1mUra, and XMS-CASPT2 is also preferred

for describing correctly potential energy crossings and nearby re-
gions.46

3.2 Excited state evolution
Strong fields are predicted to ionise electrons from different
molecular orbitals with very similar probabilities,67 leading to
multiple states.35,67–71 As the initial ionised state cannot then be
easily assigned, we assume here initial population of the 2π

+
H−1

state and all critical molecular structures (i.e. ground and excited
state minima, as well as conical intersections) are characterised
between this state and all lower-energy doublets until reaching
the cationic 2π

+
H ground state.17,18

Fig. 4 shows the potential energy surfaces computed for a)
1mUra+ and b) 3mUra+ compared to Ura+ 17 (shaded lines) as a
reference. We observe differences in detail: 1mUra+ increases the
energy gap between the cation states, while 3mUra+ decreases
this gap compared to Ura+, making the cation manifold more
compact. Energy and geometry changes are explored in depth
below.

We only show top views of the critical structures characterised
throughout this study, as the most prominent changes occur in-
plane. Nevertheless, it is important to note that (2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI

in Ura+ and the effective 3-state conical intersection in 3mUra+

have noticeable out-of-plane ring puckering motions, the latter
being displayed in the ESI (Figure S1).

3.2.1 1mUra+

Upon initial photoionisation assumed to the 2π
+
H−1 state, 1mUra+

(Fig. 4a) presents a downwards relaxation pathway to the
(2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI conical intersection, which is placed 1.12 eV adi-
abatically above the reference (2π

+
H )min. This conical intersection

also features an energy gap with the 2π
+
H state of 0.35 eV, smaller

than that for Ura+ (0.50 eV) and 5mUra+ (0.46 eV). Upon reach-
ing this conical intersection, population will be rapidly funnelled
down to the 2n+O state. This initial decay leads to pronounced
elongation of C2-N3 and N3-C4 bonds with respect to the start-
ing FC region.

On the 2n+O state, relaxation continues towards (2n+O)min with a
pronounced (0.07 Å) C4-O elongation and an even more marked
0.16 Å N3-C4 bond shortening. (2n+O)min is placed adiabatically at
0.53 eV and is separated from the cation ground state by 0.16 eV
at this geometry. There is then a very small (0.03 eV) energy bar-
rier to reach the (2n+O/

2π
+
H )CI that mediates population transfer
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Fig. 4 Potential energy surfaces of a) 1mUra+ and b) 3mUra+ computed
at the XMS-CASPT2(IPEA=0.0) level of theory. All energies are given in
eV with respect to (2πH

+)min, on the right (not FC / the S0 minimum, as
in Fig. 3). Dark yellow arrows represent the evolution of the excited state
population starting from the highest-lying 2π

+
H−1 state. XMS-CASPT2

optimised structures are provided with the main bond length changes
from FC (in Å) given in red. The 3-state conical intersection decay
channel in 3mUra+ is also included in dashed lines. The potential energy
surfaces of Ura+ 17 are provided in faded colours as a reference.

down to the 2π
+
H cation ground state.

Once population funnels down to 2π
+
H , final relaxation towards

(2π
+
H )min leads to C4-O as well as C2-N3 and N3-C4 bond lengths

recovering S0 minimum-like distances of 1.21, 1.38 and 1.42 Å,
respectively, while a pronounced elongation of 0.08 Å in the N1-
C2 bond remains.

We expect 1mUra+ to feature a barrierless and rapid 2π
+
H−1 →

2n+O → 2π
+
H step-wise decay similar to that of Ura+ based on XMS-

CASPT2 calculations.17 Cation excited state decay in 1mUra+ is
therefore expected to be ultrafast, as in Ura+.17,35,68

3.2.2 3mUra+

3mUra+, on the other hand, shows a more closely spaced cationic
state manifold (Fig. 4b): three states within a 0.7 eV range in the
FC region compared to Ura+. We again consider initial population
of the highest-lying cationic state 2π

+
H−1 calculated here.

As discussed in Section 3.1, 3mUra+ presents almost degener-
ate 2π

+
H−1 and 2n+O states, which already suggests the presence of

a crossing close to the FC region. Relaxing to this (2π
+
H−1/

2n+O)CI

structure leads to bond stretches of around 0.05 Å for the C2-
N3 and N3-C4 bonds. Additionally, this intersection features an

energy gap of less than 0.2 eV to the cation ground state 2π
+
H .

This conical intersection otherwise resembles those obtained for
1mUra+ and for Ura+ and 5mUra+.17

Further optimisation from (2π
+
H−1/

2n+O)CI led to an effective 3-
state conical intersection (slightly non-planar, depicted in the sup-
plementary information Fig. S1). This crossing is placed 0.75 eV
adiabatically above (2π

+
H )min, but it is nevertheless energetically

accessible following initial population of the 2π
+
H−1 state (0.87 eV,

Fig. 4b). This type of intersection was suggested for Ura+ in the
literature35,36,72 but was questioned, as including dynamic elec-
tron correlation increases the energy gap to ∼0.5 eV in this proto-
typical case.17 However, 3-methylation significantly reduces this
energy gap and an effective 3-state crossing could be located. This
means a direct 2π

+
H−1 → 2π

+
H decay channel potentially operates

for 3mUra+.

Upon crossing at (2π
+
H−1/

2n+O)CI , population relaxes further to
(2n+O)min. This minimum is characterised by a pronounced elonga-
tion (0.06 Å) of the C4-O carbonyl bond and a 0.09 Å N3-C4 bond
shortening. Energetically this minimum is placed 0.42 eV adia-
batically above (2π

+
H )min; separated by only 0.02 eV from the 2π

+
H

state at this geometry. Given the very small energy difference be-
tween states in the region of (2n+O)min, it is clear that this structure
is very close to (2n+O/

2π
+
H )CI , and access to this crossing is essen-

tially barrierless. (2n+O/
2π

+
H )CI is also structurally almost identical

to (2n+O)min except for a very small C1-N2 bond shortening of 0.01
Å. Upon reaching the intersection, population is expected to be
funnelled to the cation 2π

+
H ground state and to relax to its mini-

mum (2π
+
H )min, leading to further pronounced N1-C2, N3-C4 and

C4-C5 bond elongations of 0.08, 0.06 and 0.05 Å, respectively, to-
gether C2-N3 and C4-O bond shortenings of 0.05 and 0.06 Å. As
with 1mUra+ the overall change from the S0 minimum starting
point is the elongation of the N1-C2 bond.

Methylation at the 3’ position involves more pronounced
changes in the processes following photoionisation than those
introduced when substituting at 1’. This can be rationalised
as the methyl group is substituted at the part of the molecu-
lar frame where both 2n+O and 2π

+
H−1 SOMOs are localised; the

methyl group has an inductive electron donor effect that impacts
more prominently these two states by stabilising them and mak-
ing them almost degenerate in energy at the equilibrium FC re-
gion. Decay of 3mUra+ is also expected to be ultrafast, much like
1mUra+, Ura+ and 5mUra+.17

Summarising, we expect 3mUra+ to decay barrierlessly from
the initially accessed 2π

+
H−1 state through either (2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI

or the effective 3-state conical intersection, both of which are
energetically accessible. This suggests a competition between a
step-wise 2π

+
H−1 → 2n+O → 2π

+
H and a direct 2π

+
H−1 → 2π

+
H decay,

which is different from the other uracil systems compared here.

3.3 Methylation effects on conical intersection topographies

Conical intersections control excited state decay depending on
their accessibility and topography/shape.73–78

To compare the topography of the optimised conical intersec-
tions we follow the procedure described by Fdez Galván et al65

to obtain estimates for pitch (δ), asymmetry (∆), relative tilt (σ),
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Table 1 Conical intersection parameters65 for the different crossings found in Ura+, 1mUra+, 3mUra+ and 5mUra+ at the XMS-CASPT2 level of
theory. Pitch (δ), asymmetry (∆) and relative tilt (σ) are given in atomic units, whereas tilt headings (θs) are in degrees.

δ ∆ σ θs P B Intersection Type 65

(2n+O/
2π

+
H )CI

Ura+ 0.043 0.882 1.326 0.003 0.934 1.021 Peaked, single-path
1mUra+ 0.039 0.886 2.380 0.022 3.002 1.507 Sloped, single-path
3mUra+ 0.043 0.872 5.577 0.005 16.612 2.677 Sloped, single-path
5mUra+ 0.044 0.872 3.089 0.036 5.097 1.809 Sloped, single-path
(2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI

Ura+ 0.051 0.592 1.154 43.164 1.972 1.496 Sloped, single-path
1mUra+ 0.034 0.456 2.410 1.967 3.998 1.414 Sloped, single-path
3mUra+ 0.050 0.875 0.533 3.055 0.157 0.590 Peaked, bifurcating
5mUra+ 0.052 0.940 1.798 5.402 2.131 1.285 Sloped, single-path

and tilt heading (θs). These values are used to classify crossing
topographies as peaked or sloped, and bifurcating or single-path,
based on the P and B values defined by Fdez Galván et al.,65

which resemble those previously proposed by Ruedenberg and
co-workers in their seminal work on conical intersection charac-
terisation.79 Values of P < 1 lead to peaked topographies and >

1 to sloped ones, whereas B < 1 refers to bifurcating character
and > 1 to single-path.65 Table 1 shows the conical intersections
parameters for the different species characterised in this work.

Starting with (2π
+
H−1/

2n+O)CI , we predict a sloped and single-
path character for all systems except 3mUra+, which displays a
strong peaked and bifurcating character. We suspect the character
of this crossing for 3mUra+ relates to the nearby effective 3-state
conical intersection at slightly higher energy (see Section 3.2.2).

The (2n+O/
2π

+
H )CI presents smaller differences, indicating a

sloped and single-path character for all systems studied with the
exception of Ura+, which however features a P value of 0.934
very close to the threshold to be considered sloped. Sloped single-
path intersections have been suggested to underpin photostabil-
ity,80,81 as the decay path aligns with the direction towards the
formation/recovery of the reactant (cationic) ground state. All
intersections are planar, as seen by the ∼0 estimates of the tilt
heading, which confirms what the potential energy surfaces ex-
plored above suggests: methylation does not significantly impact
this particular final step of the decay.

3.4 Dynamic electron correlation and its role in photoioni-
sation decay

We investigate the changes to energies and geometries that
arise from including dynamic electron correlation while main-
taining a description of static electron correlation effects,
which are mandatory to adequately describe non-adiabatic pro-
cesses,82–84 particularly those between excited and ground elec-
tronic states.85,86 To do this we re-optimised all critical structures
located for the different uracil species with CASSCF (Fig. 5) and
compared them to those obtained at the XMS-CASPT2 level of
theory (Fig. 4) with the same orbital active space.

Fig. 5 shows the superimposed potential energy surfaces with
CASSCF (dashed lines) and XMS-CASPT2 (full lines) levels of the-
ory for a) 1mUra+ and b) 3mUra+, the respective curves for Ura+

and 5mUra+ having been reported and discussed elsewhere.17

Fig. 5a shows how 1mUra+ displays parallel surfaces with

CASSCF and XMS-CASPT2, which lead to qualitatively analo-
gous decays. We see the spread of energies is much greater
with CASSCF compared to XMS-CASPT2, and in particular the
energy gap between (2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI and the 2π
+
H ground state al-

most doubles if dynamic correlation is not included (0.35 eV with
XMS-CASPT2 vs 0.66 eV with CASSCF).

For 3mUra+ (Fig. 5b) the range of cation state energies is
also larger with CASSCF compared to XMS-CASPT2. However,
CASSCF also places 2π

+
H−1 and 2n+O states very close together

in energy in the FC region, although the energy gap between
(2π

+
H−1/

2n+O)CI and 2π
+
H still increases (0.19 eV with XMS-CASPT2

vs 0.32 eV with CASSCF).

We find two qualitative differences between CASSCF and XMS-
CASPT2 for 3mUra+. We could not find a CASSCF (2n+O)min struc-
ture. This is consistent with the fact that we found the nearby
(2n+O/

2π
+
H )CI to be peaked and single-path (see Table S3) with

CASSCF in this case instead of sloped.

The other very distinctive change with CASSCF for 3mUra+

is in the reaction coordinate mediating passage through
(2n+O/

2π
+
H )CI . We observe a symmetric stretching of C2-N3 and

N3-C4 bonds, which delocalises geometrical distortions over both
carbonyl groups, leading to modest elongation along C4=O as op-
posed to the localised stretch obtained with XMS-CASPT2 (1.23
Å vs 1.29 Å, for CASSCF and XMS-CASPT2, respectively).

In summary, dynamic electron correlation has a quantitative
effect for 1mUra+ but a qualitative effect for 3mUra+.

4 Conclusions
In this article we explore how methylation alters the excited state
decay processes in photoionised uracil using multireference XMS-
CASPT2 methods. To do this we present new data on 1- and
3-methylated uracil, and compare against previously published
results17 for uracil and 5-methylated uracil (thymine).

Methylation does not change the ordering of the cation elec-
tronic states for the four systems compared here.

Within this framework, we find that 3-methylation leads to dis-
tinctive changes: initially by reducing the energy gaps between
the first three cation states, with almost degenerate 2π

+
H−1 and

2n+O states at the S0 minimum geometry in this case.

Upon populating the 2π
+
H−1 state, we first expect rapid decay

to the 2n+O state through an accessible 2π
+
H−1/2n+O conical inter-

section. This 2π
+
H−1/2n+O intersection in 3mUra+ also features a

6 | 1–9Journal Name, [year], [vol.],



Fig. 5 Potential energy surfaces of a) 1mUra+ and b) 3mUra+ computed
at the CASSCF level of theory (dashed lines) compared with the XMS-
CASPT2 reference (full lines, from Fig. 4). All energies are given in eV
with respect to (2πH)min on the right (not FC): bold values for XMS-
CASPT2 italics referring to CASSCF. CASSCF optimised structures are
also provided, with main bond length changes (in Å) given in red.

small (< 0.2 eV) energy gap to the 2π
+
H cation ground state and

a peaked, bifurcating topography. Upon further optimisation we
located an effective 3-state conical intersection which lies ∼0.1
eV higher in energy and is therefore accessible from the initially
populated 2π

+
H−1 state.

We predict that 3mUra+ will have the shortest excited state
decay lifetime of all methylated and un-methylated systems com-
pared herein: it presents the smallest energy gap between the
initially accessed and final states, and it potentially features both
direct (2π

+
H−1 → 2π

+
H , mediated by an effective 3-state CI) and se-

quential (2π
+
H−1 → 2n+O → 2π

+
H ) radiationless decay mechanisms.

2n+O → 2π
+
H decay via the conical intersection between these two

states is barrierless for 3mUra+.
1mUra+, on the other hand, shows analogous decays to those

previously observed for Ura+ and 5mUra+.17 Methylation slightly
red-shifts the on-set of ionisation, as was observed for 5mUra+.
1’-substitution reduces the energy gap between the 2π

+
H−1/2n+O

crossing and the cation ground state, but - even at the correlated
XMS-CASPT2 level - this gap nevertheless appears to be too large
for an effective and accessible 3-state intersection. Decay is con-
sequently expected to occur only sequentially, as was previously
suggested for Ura+ and 5mUra+.

Dynamic electron correlation affects the excited state decay
process quantitatively for 1mUra+ but qualitatively for 3mUra+.

While CASSCF state orderings are unchanged, 3mUra+ shows a
different 2n+O/

2π
+
H crossing topography. Additionally, geometric

distortions at this crossing are localised on the C4=O bond when
using XMS-CASPT2 (as in the other systems compared here) but
they delocalise over the two carbonyl groups and surroundings
when using CASSCF for 3mUra+, leading to different reaction co-
ordinates mediating decay.

This work deepens our understanding of how potential energy
landscapes, as well as the conical intersections connecting them,
are affected by chemical substitution (methylation in this case)
as well as by the treatment of electron correlation included in
the computational model. Methylation in the 3’ position alters
the behaviour of the RNA base uracil and appears to open an
additional pathway for radiationless decay following ionisation
and electronic excitation.
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